Abstract-This paper introduces how to use Microsoft PowerPoint presentation files to generate HTML5 based interactive e-learning courses packaged in SCORM format.
INTRODUCTION TO E-LEARNING
he rapid development of Internet has allowed more and more people to obtain useful information via the Internet [1] . E-learning according to Markus(2008) can be defined as a learning process created by interaction with digitally delivered content, network-based services and tutoring support E -learning is any technologically mediated learning using computers whether from a distance or education or training to ICT-based personalized, flexible, individual, selforganized, collaborative learning based on a community of learners, teachers, facilitators, experts. [2] E-learning refers to the use of Internet technologies to deliver a broad array of solutions that enhance knowledge and performance. Elearning can be used by educators to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of educational interventions in the face of the social, scientific, and pedagogical challenges. E-Learning modules typically consist of a welcome screen, section objectives, instructions, content screens, quizzes or challenges, assessment screens, summary of content and additional resources. [3] . These modules facilitate interactivity with technologies such as Flash or standalone exe's. These are packaged into a SCORM standard. SCORM stands for Sharable Content Object Reference Model. [4] SCORM is a suite of technical standards developed by the Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) initiative to develop common specifications and standards for technology-based learning deployed over the internet. These standards enable web-based learning and content management systems to find, import, share, reuse, and export learning content in a consistent manner. In addition, it allows user tracking and reports to be generated based on learning objectives. Essentially, SCORM standardized the method of communication between eLearning courses and SCORM conformant learning and content management systems.
The advent of smartphone systems such ass iPhone, Android and Blackberry, which blend corporate and personal functions have now allowed e-learning courses that were traditionally delivered online from personal computers to be delivered straight to mobile and tablet devices, allowing a greater degree of flexibility to the user , allowing one to take or continue the courses that were originally on his/her computer anywhere with a working internet connection from his/her mobile device or tablet. [5] To create such content, there are several authoring tools available in the market. However we propose our own method to take a Microsoft Powerpoint 2007 Presentation File (.pptx) as Input, consisting of certain "marks" that we can interpret, and convert them into equivalent HTML5 based interactive courses, without the need for a costly third party tool. We save the presentation in the 2007 pptx extension on our hard drive. We then rename the .pptx to a .zip extension and extract the content to the hard drive. After unzipping we get three folders -rels, docProps and ppt, and one file [Content_Types] .xml If we open the ppt folder and browse to the slides folder we get to see all the contents of a slide in XML. In this case it was just one slide. A closer examination of the slide1.xml file reveals an organized structure of tags where the content is made accessible as shown in figure 3. By looking for the <a:t> tags in our xml file we can easily capture content inside the slides and convert it into corresponding HTML5 templates. We can even include our own indicators such as "TITLE" or "BUTTON" inside the slide text itself , so the parser will interpret these tags and attach appropriate attributes to them in the HTML file.
OPEN XML FORMATS AND STRUCTURES OF POWERPOINT FILES

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
A. Overview of the working
We write a program which will accept the powerpoint file as input and convert it into a HTML5 file based on a predefined template that will be created to provide interactivity.
Fig -4 : A brief overview of the process
The first step will be to unzip the contents of the pptx file and open the slide.xml files for parsing. Once here, we can extract whatever tags we want from the XML file with the help of an XML API or simple file handling. In case we plan to handle only text we search for all the <a:t> tags inside the ppt file. We then map this input to another HTML5 file that has already been prepared and substitute the extracted values into the .html file. After finishing we link all the html files together and package them with a manifest file as required by the SCORM standard.
In case we want to parse images we can refer to the media folder and extract the actual images whenever they are encountered for example in the xml we encounter <p:pic> […] <a:blip r:embed="rId3"/> […] we consult the slide1.xml.rels file in the _rels folder that shows the relationship between the id and the media. The Relationship Id (rId2 in this case) simply provides a unique identifier for the referenced file.
B. Algorithm
Input Preconditions: A Powerpoint file saved in Microsoft Open XML Format (.pptx). The Powerpoint presentation should contain slides with text and images, and optionally marked buttons for navigation of content such as "next" or "previous".
Process:
3.1. Program is invoked with three parameters-input file(.pptx) , html5 template (.html) and output file(.zip) 3.2. The input file (.pptx) is renamed to .zip and extracted to a temporary location say '/temp' 3.3. One file pointer is made to point to the first slide in ppt/slides/slide1.xml 3.4. Second file pointer is made to point to the corresponding rels file (slides/_rels/slide1.xml.rels) 3.5. For all slides do the following 3.5.1. Find content within all <a:t> tags and put them into an array 3.5.2. Within the same array for each element, search for recognizable tokens in the text such as "title" or "content" 3.5.3. Remove the tokens from the original text and copy them into the html placeholders that hold text in the template. 3.5.4. Search for <p:pic> tags and look for the relationship id such as "rId3" 3.5.5. Using the second file pointer locate the path to the file with the given relationship id "rId3" 3.5.6. Find this file in the ppt/media folder and attach it to the html5 template. 3.5.7. Link the next / previous buttons to the previous or next slides with hyperlinks for the same. 
C. Outcome
The final outcome should be the working course with interactive buttons on an HTML5 based device as shown in the figure below. 
IMPROVEMENTS AND FUTURE WORK
Future improvements include parsing all types of Office documents such as Word and also parsing their original binary formats. We also are working on algorithms for greater functionality and interactivity such as drag and drop options, Voice Overs, Character animations and so on.
CONCLUSION
We can see from this paper that there is immense potential in harnessing Powerpoint based documents and converting them to easy HTML5 representations which can be packaged by the SCORM standard and deployed on LMS's.
